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Content Placement and Links
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Build Better Media Relationships to 
Increase the Impact of Your Content Work
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Help Media Overcome Their Challenges
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Top Pages
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Search Volume
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Creating Content
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Growth in Freelance Journalists
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Contract Them To:
•  Do interviews
•  Do filming
•  Write forwards to research documents and white papers
•  Sell in stories
•  Survey questions
•  Craft press releases
•  Bylines or guest posts
•  Must have worked recently in the area you are targeting

Contract Freelancers
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The Bath Chronicle 
Sian David is now Creative Editor at The Bath Chronicle. She was previously Creative Editor 
at South Wales Evening Post. Sian can now be reached at sian.david@bathchron.co.uk and can 
also be found tweeting at www.twitter.com/sianldavid 
 
Freelance Update - Stuart Blakley 
Freelance art and luxury travel Journalist Stuart Blakley writes and photographs on all design 
related topics. As well as being UK Correspondent for Luxury Travel Magazine and Senior Editor 
for Design Exchange, Stuart has just published his 82nd article on the relaunched Lavender's 
Blue blog which celebrates the finer things in life. Stuart's work has been published in a range of 
publications including ELLE DECORATION, L'Uomo Vogue and Architectural Digest. He is 
available for restaurant, hotel, house and art reviews. His work can be viewed 
at www.lvbmag.wordpress.com. Stuart can be reached at stuart_blakley@hotmail.com and can 
be found tweeting at www.twitter.com/stuartblakley 
 
Freelance Update - Becky Freeth 
Freelance Journalist Becky Freeth is for permanent positions as well as shift and commission 
work, including holiday cover, interviews and reviews. Previously Digital Assistant for marie 
claire, LOOK and InStyle online, Becky has written for both print and digital publications. She 
can be reached on +44 (0)7773 042 426 and beckyfreeth@gmail.com and can be found tweeting 
at www.twitter.com/bfreethtweets available 
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Managing Media Movement
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Less Time and Fewer 
Resources To:
•  Research
•  Source Experts
•  Locate Case Studies
•  Create Video Content
•  Find Images 
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Content Assets Orbiting Your Campaign 
•  Reduce risk of failure and increase impact
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Host on Website 
 And
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Q&A's, Interviews and Quotes

These don't have to be 
live interviews!

Questions
•  Especially useful to pre-

write these if the client is 
nervous or has limited time. 


Quotes
•  Write "Quotes" on their 

behalf and then you just 
need sign off.

@leximills
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Case Studies
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Image Galleries
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Competing with Corporate Blogs
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Globalization of Media
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Store Content Ahead 
of Vacations 
•  Pitch at the latest 1st 

week of November
•  1-2 weeks before 

national holidays
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Crafting Media Worthy Content Ideas
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Seizing Opportunities
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Seizing Opportunities
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Leveraging Cult Fans
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Championing Causes
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Third Party Voice
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News Jacking Current Events
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Media Alert vs Press Release
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Planning for Topical Events
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Link Product Spoofs to Topical Events

@leximills
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Bored Media…Your Benefit

@leximills
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Hook onto TV Series
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Fractal	  defini+on	  
“a	  curve	  or	  geometrical	  figure,	  
each	  part	  of	  which	  has	  the	  same	  
sta+s+cal	  character	  as	  the	  
whole.	  They	  are	  useful	  in	  
modelling	  structures	  (such	  as	  
snowflakes)	  in	  which	  similar	  
paIerns	  recur	  at	  progressively	  
smaller	  scales….”	  

Reduce	  Risk	  of	  Failure	  
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Figures That Grow
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Coverage
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Same Story Different Release
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Same Story Different Release
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Lego
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Lego
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Lego


•  Familiar subject matter
•  High quality
•  Landscape and portrait
•  Composition
•  300dpi and 72 dpi

Get the Right Images
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Lego
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Results
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Lego
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Private View- Launch 1
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Phone Sell in- Launch 2
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Media Tour-Creating Theatre- Launch 3
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Launch Event 4
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Lego
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Launch Event 5
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Launches Cont.
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Change in Product Strategy
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Global Coverage
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The Cost of Gold?

£2,750	  /	  $4,400	  
	  

The Cost of Gold?
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Summary Slide
1.  Link building is getting harder
2.  Think beyond campaigns for a sustainable 

strategy
3.  Panda was a pivot point in the publishing industry
4.  Media share your struggles with Google, your 

content can help them
5.  Analyse social media metrics and top pages for 

publishers before pitching them
6.  They are targeted on Google Plus profiles
7.  Search volume can be a pitching tool
8.  Hire Freelance journalists
9.  A team of more than 2 need management system 

for media relationships
10.  Site search is often more effective in current day 

than your ‘little black book’
11.  Hook your content onto popular culture, trends 

and events

12.  Get the right content assets in place before 
launch, host on website and drop box

13.  Don’t just go for news articles, look for other 
opportunities like Q&A, image stories and case 
studies

14.  Learn from analysing the gaming industry 
15.  When doing product spoofs list products as on 

back order
16.  Find someone or firm to be the third voice in your 

story
17.  Use a media alert instead of a press release to get 

quicker sign off 
18.  Structure campaigns with several launch stages 
19.  Offline activity is one of the strongest linkbuilding 

tactics
20.  Lego are a good source to reference for creating 

content ideas
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Summary Slide

•  Make the medias job easier
•  Pick ideas that can grow
•  Setup partnerships
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